
Phonak Paradise
Features at a Glance



Audéo P-R
P90/P70/P50
Rechargeable
Lithium-ion battery
Direct connectivity to most 
bluetooth enabled devices
Tap Control

Audéo P-RT
P90/P70/P50
Rechargeable, with telecoil
Lithium-ion battery
Direct connectivity to most 
bluetooth enabled devices
Tap Control

Audéo P-312
P90/P70/P50 
Direct connectivity to most 
bluetooth enabled devices

Audéo P-13T
P90/P70/P50
Telecoil
Direct connectivity to most 
bluetooth enabled devices

Audéo™ P

Phonak Paradise Models

Wireless Communication Portfolio
Paradise Platform

1  TV Connector
Connect easily to a TV or stereo 
system. Turns Paradise hearing 
aids into wireless headphones with 
excellent stereo sound quality

2 3 
1

2  Phonak Remote Control
Easily adjust volume and 
programs with the new 
physical remote control

3  Phonak PartnerMic™
A directional microphone
for lapel use, allowing the hearing 
aid user to better communicate 
one-to-one in moderate noise 

Rechargeable Charging Options

Phonak Mini Charger Case
•  A compact charger for two Audéo 

M-R Audéo M-RT hearing aids

•  Standard USB-C charging port

•  Compatible with Audéo P-R & Audéo P-RT

Phonak Charger Case Combi
•  A charger, drying kit and protective 

hard case all-in-one

•  Includes a cleaning tool in the 
robust, splash-proof housing

•   Compatible with Audéo P-R & P-RT

Phonak Power Pack
•  For charging rechargeable 

hearing aids on the go

•  Compatible with the Phonak 
Charger Case Combi only



Acoustic 
Coupling

Paradise Housing Colours
Hair & Skin

S Receiver
Gain 46(2cc) • MPO 111(2cc)

M Receiver
Gain 50(2cc) • MPO 114(2cc)

P Receiver
Gain 58(2cc) • MPO 122(2cc)

UP Receiver
Gain 67(2cc) • MPO 122(2cc)

Sand Beige
Cham
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rey
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Black Velvet
Beige
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HO

INSTANT FIT

CUSTOM EAR PIECES

cShell Acryl 
(solid hard)

SlimTip Acryl 
(hollow hard)

SlimTip Silicone 
(solid soft)
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Mild to moderate hearing loss

Mild to moderately-severe hearing loss
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Moderate to severe hearing loss
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Moderate to severe to profound hearing loss

cShell Titanium 
(solid hard)



There’s nothing like the sound of Paradise

Unrivaled sound quality

• New sound processing chip - 
PRISM

• New motion sensor
• New APD 2.0
• New AutoSense OS 4.0

Personalized digital solutions

• New myPhonak 4.0 app
• New Hearing Screener 2.0

Universal connectivity

• Connects to smartphones, TV and 
more

• Made for all
• Multiple Bluetooth connections
• New Tap Control for easy access to 

Bluetooth functionalities

Discover the 
Wonder of Sound
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Personalized digital solutions
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 FEATURES BENEFITS

Calm Situation Provides listening comfort and clarity in quiet, one on one conversation.

Speech in Noise
Adapts and reduces noise from behind in real time and applies and optimizes the 
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in noisy environments.

 Speech in Loud Noise Automatically helps you focus on a single speaker directly in front of you in an 
extremely noisy crowd, for eg. a party or restaurant.

 Speech in Car Reduces car and road noise to make listening in the car more enjoyable.

Comfort in Noise For listening comfort in loud situations when no speech is present.

Comfort in Echo Reduces disturbing echo while letting you hear and understand speech naturally.

Music
Offers a full and rich listening experience so you can enjoy  
your favourite music again.

 Direct Connectivity
Automatic streaming to both ears from any bluetooth enabled device (phone calls, 
music, videos, e-books, podcasts and much more). Distinguishes between streamed 
speech and music signals, and automatically adjusts for an optimized sound quality.

 Speech in 360˚ Once activated, this automatically tracks and focuses on the dominant speaker, 
when you cannot face them, for e.g. driving with passengers behind or beside you.

 EchoBlock Identifies signals blurred by echo/reverberations and removes them, providing you 
with clearer hearing.

 SoundRelax Cushions sudden loud or unpleasant impulse sounds such as clanging dishes.

 WindBlock   Suppresses wind noise so you can enjoy spending time outdoors.

WhistleBlock Elimination of annoying and embarrassing whistling from the hearing aids before 
it becomes audible to you or people around you.

NoiseBlock Automatically reduces annoying background noise like engines or fans without 
reducing the voices you want to hear.

QuickSync
Control both your instruments (program and/or volume changes)  
with one simple touch.

UltraZoom Premium In noisy situations this feature zooms in on voices that are facing you. Noise from 
the side and back is reduced, for e.g. home activities or in meetings.

Speech in Loud Noise
Automatically helps you focus on a single speaker directly in front of you in an 
extremely noisy crowd, for eg. a party or restaurant.

SoundRecover2 Makes high pitched sounds easier to hear, for e.g. women’s voices.

Tinnitus Balance
Every Paradise model includes a “built-in” feature designed to reduce the 
annoyance of your tinnitus, especially in quiet environments.

Dynamic Noise Cancellation
Automatically reduces background noise around you so that it is easier to hear the 
speech in front of you. 

Speech Enhancer Designed to boost soft speech and speech at a distance in quiet situations.

Tap Control
(Audéo P-R & Audéo P-RT only)

Gives you easy access to voice assistant applications. This feature also allows you 
to answer and end phone calls from your smartphone and pause and resume 
streaming from your connected devices.

Motion Sensor Hearing
(Audéo P-R & Audéo P-RT only)

Detects whether you are standing or moving and adjusts the microphones to 
optimize your ability to hear speech.
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For feature details and power levels per model, please consult Target Software
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For feature details and power levels per model, please consult Target Software

 FEATURES BENEFITS

Calm Situation Provides listening comfort and clarity in quiet, one on one conversation.

Speech in Noise
Adapts and reduces noise from behind in real time and applies and optimizes the 
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in noisy environments.

Comfort in Noise For listening comfort in loud situations when no speech is present.

Music
Offers a full and rich listening experience so you can enjoy  
your favourite music again.

Direct Connectivity
Automatic streaming to both ears from any bluetooth enabled device (phone calls, 
music, videos, e-books, podcasts and much more). Distinguishes between streamed 
speech and music signals, and automatically adjusts for an optimized sound quality.

Speech in Loud Noise
Helps you focus on a single speaker directly in front of you in an extremely noisy 
crowd, for eg. a party or restaurant.

 Speech in 360˚ Once activated, this automatically tracks and focuses on the dominant speaker, 
when you cannot face them, for e.g. driving with passengers behind or beside you.

 SoundRelax Cushions sudden loud or unpleasant impulse sounds such as clanging dishes.

 WindBlock   Suppresses wind noise so you can enjoy spending time outdoors.

WhistleBlock Elimination of annoying and embarrassing whistling from the hearing aids before 
it becomes audible to you or people around you.

NoiseBlock Automatically reduces annoying background noise like engines or fans without 
reducing the voices you want to hear.

QuickSync
Control both your instruments (program and/or volume changes)  
with one simple touch.

UltraZoom Advanced Automatically zooms in on voices in noisy situations. Noise from the side and back 
is reduced, for eg. home activities or in meetings.

Speech in Loud Noise
Automatically helps you focus on a single speaker directly in front of you in an 
extremely noisy crowd, for eg. a party or restaurant.

SoundRecover2 Makes high pitched sounds easier to hear, for e.g. women’s voices.

Tinnitus Balance
Every Paradise model includes a “built-in” feature designed to reduce the 
annoyance of your tinnitus, especially in quiet environments.

Tap Control
(Audéo P-R & Audéo P-RT only)

Gives you easy access to voice assistant applications. This feature also allows you 
to answer and end phone calls from your smartphone and pause and resume 
streaming from your connected devices.

Motion Sensor Hearing
(Audéo P-R & Audéo P-RT only)

Detects whether you are standing or moving and adjusts the microphones to 
optimize your ability to hear speech.

12 channel adaptive directional mic

16 channels

16 channels
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For feature details and power levels per model, please consult Target Software

 FEATURES BENEFITS

Calm Situation Provides listening comfort and clarity in quiet, one on one conversation.

Speech in Noise
Adapts and reduces noise from behind in real time and applies and optimizes the 
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in noisy environments.

Comfort in Noise For listening comfort in loud situations when no speech is present.

Direct Connectivity
Automatic streaming to both ears form any bluetooth enabled device (phone calls, 
music, videos, e-books, podcasts and much more). Distinguishes between streamed 
speech and music signals, and automatically adjusts for an optimized sound quality.

Music
Offers a full and rich listening experience so you can enjoy  
your favourite music again.

WhistleBlock Elimination of annoying and embarrassing whistling from the hearing aids before it 
becomes audible to you or people around you.

NoiseBlock Automatically reduces annoying background noise like engines or fans without 
reducing the voices you want to hear.

QuickSync
Control both your instruments (program and/or volume changes)  
with one simple touch.

UltraZoom Standard In noisy situations this feature zooms in on voices that are facing you. Noise from 
the side and back is reduced, for e.g. home activities or in meetings.

SoundRecover2 Makes high pitched sounds easier to hear, for e.g. women’s voices.

Tinnitus Balance
Every Paradise model includes a “built-in” feature designed to reduce the 
annoyance of your tinnitus, especially in quiet environments.

Motion Sensor Hearing
(Audéo P-R & Audéo P-RT only)

Detects whether you are standing or moving and adjusts the microphones to 
optimize your ability to hear speech.

12 channels

12 channels

Single channel adaptive directional mic
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*Only Roger X with serial number with first four digits 1745-xxxx and higher

The Bluetooth® word mark and logos are registered trademarks owned by the Bluetooth SIG, Inc. 
Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, and iOS are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. App Store is a service mark of Apple Inc. Android, Google Play, and the Google Play logo are trademarks of Google Inc.

Roger TableMic II
Roger TableMic II is a 

microphone dedicated for 
working adults who participate 

in various meetings

Roger Select
Roger Select is a versatile 

microphone ideal for situations 
where background noise is present 

such as restaurants

Roger X Receiver
Required for RogerDirect™, the 

Roger X is the miniature universal 
Roger Receiver which is compatible 

with all Roger microphones and 
can be wirelessly installed into any 

Paradise hearing aid*

Roger Pen
Bluetooth Connectivity providing 

an all-inclusive listening 
experience

Roger Installer
Roger installer is used alongside 

the Roger X receiver to install 
RogerDirect™ into any Paradise 

Hearing aid

Roger Easy Pen
Full Roger performance without 

Bluetooth functionality or manual 
microphone control

RogerDirect™

Life is on

At Phonak, we believe that well-hearing equates to well-being and is 
essential to living life to the fullest. For more than 70 years, we have 
remained passionate about creating a world where ‘life is on’ for 
everyone. Our innovative hearing solutions are designed for people 
of all ages and all degrees of hearing loss, to connect socially, thrive 
mentally and emotionally.

www.phonak.ca


